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Keyboard shortcuts User interfaces include menu bar, title bar, toolbar, ribbon and custom toolbars. For basic users, the
keyboard is the primary means of operation, as the mouse, touchscreen and pen are rarely used, although they can be used as
alternatives. The following are keyboard shortcuts for the main features of AutoCAD: Menu bar and title bar: Caps Lock Arrow
keys A shortcut to go to the home tab F1, F2, etc. (to open a command) Shift + F1, Shift + F2, etc. (to open the currently active
dialog) Esc and Ctrl + Esc (to close a dialog) R for active tool to end editing Select multiple, cut, copy, paste, and delete Custom
toolbars: Ctrl + 1 R key (for toggling an open space between a view of the drawing and a model or library) Ctrl + 2
Home/End/Ctrl + 4 Ctrl + Shift + 4 Ctrl + 5 Ctrl + 6 Command + Alt + 5 Command + Ctrl + F Command + Alt + H Command
+ Ctrl + S Command + Alt + O Move, Rotate, Scale, etc. Keyboard shortcuts are also available for many of the editing, palettes,
templates, and utilities. Viewports The main viewports are the 2D drawing and 3D models. Both can be used in a single drawing.
For some tasks, such as copying or pasting parts from a model into a drawing, it is often faster to use the 2D viewport. For 3D
views, the stereoscopic viewers can be useful when viewing 3D models. Drawing: C Customize toolbars Z Zoom in/out Ctrl +
Arrow keys Rotate tool R Move tool Ctrl + Arrow keys Zoom in/out S Scale tool Ctrl + Arrow keys Resize tool Ctrl + Shift +
Arrow keys Move/Rotate tool 4 Convert tool Drawing options Select tool Move tool Delete tool Text options Edit tool Model
options Dimension tool
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Onscreen collaboration This has also become possible through the use of web cameras to communicate over the Internet. The
system also provides a synchronization server which can synchronize files on an offline, networked system. The new onscreen
collaboration features are part of the 2011 release and will be available via an update. See also List of CAD software References
External links AutoCAD Homepage AutoCAD R12: Brief history AutoCAD Blog AutoCAD Tips & Tricks - Tips & Shortcuts
BeadCAD MacroCAD MasterCAD Technical drawing programs Trimble CAD Category:Autodesk Category:Computer-aided
design software Category:3D graphics software Category:3D graphics software for Linux 5b5f913d15
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2.From the top left corner of the main window, click on **Preferences**... 3.Go to the **Preferences** tab in the
**Preferences** dialog box. Click on the **Keyboard Shortcut** tab to see all the current keyboard shortcuts. You can change
any of them. 4.By clicking on the **Help** tab you can go to different help pages depending on the system you use and the
software you are using. You can also go to the official Autodesk website for more help. You can find the **Help** tab at the
bottom of the main window. 5.For Autodesk software, **Exit** is the only way to exit. There are other options for you to do
so, depending on the application. For Autodesk Maya, for example, you can exit the application by selecting **Exit** and then
**OK**. 6.You can save your preferences by clicking on the **Preferences** tab and then clicking on the **File** tab and
clicking on **Save**. 7.Click on **Exit** and close the software. Congratulations, you have successfully installed and used the
Autodesk Maya 2011 keygen. # Chapter 15. Retrieving the 3D Model in Autodesk Maya In this chapter, you will learn the steps
to use the Autodesk Maya 2011 keygen to import a 3D model from your local machine into the application. * Importing a 3D
model * Saving the.3dm file extension * Selecting the imported model * Changing the name of the imported model * Changing
the file extension to.3dm * Adding and removing a light source * Saving the imported model # Introduction After you have
successfully installed the Autodesk Maya 2011 keygen and activated the software, you will be able to import a 3D model to the
application. This is an easy way to add a model into the application. In this chapter, you will learn how to import a 3D model
into the Autodesk Maya 2011 application, from your local machine. Once you have created a 3D model in your local machine,
you will be able to import it into the Autodesk application. # Importing a 3D model The steps to import a 3D model from your
local machine to the application is as follows

What's New in the?

Import a PDF into a drawing or sheet Import a page from a PDF drawing and annotate directly. Use an inserted PDF to annotate
and annotate a drawing from the PDF. Exchange Drawing Data with a Mobile Device With the ability to exchange drawing data
with a mobile device, data can be accessed from anywhere in the world. Autodesk Graphic Converter: Autodesk Graphic
Converter is an easy-to-use vector drawing software tool that converts, simplifies, and converts vector formats into several
industry-specific vector formats. Autodesk Infinite: Imagine creating and publishing in a completely unique, immersive
experience. An entirely new way to navigate through a drawing. Create, organize, plan, and design infinitely. Live Plan by plan
Co-navigate and easily visualize the path you want in a drawing. Access views, rotations, and annotations with touch or mouse.
Visualize the path in your drawing for the first time. Play Plan by plan Interact with the three-dimensional space of a drawing.
Fly through a plan with the click of a button. Read the plan from any angle. Access and follow the path in the drawing for the
first time. Co-navigate and easily visualize the path. Follow the path in your drawing Draw straight and naturally, just like you
would in real life. Eliminate or lessen the effects of visual clutter. Follow the path in a drawing for the first time Eliminate or
lessen the effects of visual clutter Endless Dimensions: Dimensioning and editing has never been faster. New tools that expand
what you can do with dimensions and dimension lines. (video: 3:48 min.) Dimensions to reveal: Change the appearance of the
dimension line to fit the type of information that you need to convey. Change the look and feel of dimensions to match the look
and feel of other drawing elements. Dimensions of their own: AutoCAD has always had the ability to dimension the component
parts of a drawing, but it hasn’t always been obvious. With a few more clicks, dimension lines now form as part of the rest of
the drawing rather than as separate objects. Transform with Dimension Lines Transform the dimension line and the element
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Minimum System Requirements: *Windows 7, 8, or 10 (64-bit) *1 GB RAM *1 GB Free Hard Disk Space Recommended
System Requirements: *2 GB RAM *4 GB Free Hard Disk Space Other Minimum Hardware Specs: *4 GB RAM Minimum
Storage Specs: *Windows 7, 8, or 10 (64-bit)
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